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LEADING EDGE SOLUTIONS
From a small aluminium window business servicing single storey
buildings in 2004, RJS Aluminium has soared upwards and is
Sydney’s leading supplier of aluminium windows, doors and
curtain walls for domestic and commercial highrise applications.
RJS Aluminium recently completed the 32-storey Skyhaus apartment
building in Liverpool and also the 18,000m² Equinix Sy3 facility at
Alexandria, the largest data centre storage facilities in inner South
Sydney for John Holland.
When RJS Managing Director, Robert Sarkis arrived in Australia from
Lebanon, he originally wanted to be an architect. Today, he now works
at creating architectural glass masterpieces with builders. “We used RJS
Aluminium, Architectural Frameless Glass and Spider Patch Fittings
at the Equinix facility. In a first for Australia, the building not only
looks spectacular but it also achieves a US Green Council Gold LEED
rating,” said Robert.
All RJS products are tailor-made and manufactured in Australia
to Australian Standards. “Unlike most aluminium companies,
we also provide high quality architectural glass right here in Australia,”
explained Robert.
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RJS Aluminium Architectural Glass was used at the Auburn Carpark
(1 Susan Street), Eden Residencies (Wolli Creek), 88 Kensington on
Anzac Parade, The George (Burwood) and in many other projects.
RJS Aluminium custom designs and manufactures products for
a range of outstanding projects, including the EDO project by
award-winning architects Stanisic Associates, the luxury SOHO
Residential Apartments and Cote d’Azur Apartments.
“Our unparalleled customer service also means that when you
choose RJS Aluminium, your satisfaction is assured,” added Robert.
“You’ll also gain the benefit of working with a team that encompasses
a broad knowledge base from architecture through to building.
Having such expertise on board enables us to easily communicate and
implement your plans, resulting in the outcome you desire.”

For more information contact RJS Aluminium, 5 Cottam Avenue,
Bankstown NSW 2200, phone 02 9790 3445, email enquiries@
rjsaluminium.com.au, website www.rjsaluminium.com.au
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